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JOB DESCRIPTION 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SUMMARY 

Under the supervision of the Director of Library Services, provides services to Library patrons 

including checking books and materials out, receiving and processing returned materials, and 

answering questions regarding Library services and the location of materials.  Receives and 

screens book donations.  Performs a variety of related support tasks.  Processes various materials 

and enters data into computer as prioritized by the Head of Circulation. 

 

EMPLOYMENT QUALIFICATIONS 

 

Required 

 High school diploma or equivalent 

 One year of prior experience in a customer service occupation 

 Other Requirements: Must obtain Certificate of Library Experience from the State 

Library of Michigan within one year of employment. 

Preferred 

 Experience in a library or related setting 

 Related computer and Internet experience 

SKILLS 

 Strong computer skills with experience in word processing, databases, and spreadsheets 

and the ability to demonstrate proficiency 

 Superior organizational and written communication skills 

 Project management skills 

 Excellent verbal and interpersonal communication skills 

 

ABILITIES 

 Ability to maintain high confidentiality  

TITLE:  Circulation Clerk 

DEPARTMENT: Library 

REPORTS TO: Director of Library Services 

PAY GRADE: 1 
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 Ability to work independently with minimal supervision and work cooperatively with all 

departments 

 Ability to work with variety of individuals in highly conflicting situations 

 Ability to manage extensive amount of paperwork 

 Ability to operate and troubleshoot most office equipment 

 Ability to maintain a professional demeanor 

 

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

This list may not be inclusive of the total scope of job functions to be performed. Duties and 

responsibilities may be added, deleted, or modified at any time. 

 

1. Regularly staffs the circulation desk as scheduled, which includes charging out and 

receiving returned books and materials, answering patron questions regarding Library 

services and the location of materials, registering new patrons and collecting and 

recording fines and fees. 
 

2. Processes adult, young adult and juvenile materials which includes, but is not limited to, 

entering title, author, classification, price, etc., in the computer system, affixing labels, 

pockets and adding bar codes, as prioritized by the Head of Circulation. 
 

3. Processes audio cassettes, videos, kits, realia, compact discs, and audio-visual equipment, 

as prioritized by the Head of Circulation, including entering necessary information into 

the computer system and adding identification information to materials. 
 

4. Receives and screens book donations to determine whether they should be placed on sale 

table, saved for book sale, considered for addition to the collection or brought to the 

attention of the Director of Library Services.  May box and stack donated books.  May 

check computer file to determine if item is currently owned by the system.  Helps prepare 

for book sales. 
 

5. May substitute for the Branch Manager as needed during absences and performs all of the 

functions of that classification. 
 

6. Checks in books returned from the branches needed. 
 

7. Empties the book return boxes and checks in materials, setting aside reserved materials as 

necessary. 
 

8. Assists patrons with operation of the photocopier and the public access computer 

available for general computer applications. 
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9. Runs overdue and hold notices. 
 

10. Performs minor repairs to books and materials such as applying new book hinges, 

replacing jacket covers, and repairing ripped pages and ripped/worn covers. 
 

11. May assist patrons with Internet and other computer applications when necessary. 
 

12. May assist patrons in locating newspapers stored on microfilm. 
 

13. Assists with, and participates in special Library events and programs, including parades 

and summer programs. 

 

PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS 

Stooping, bending and kneeling to shelve or retrieve books.  Prolonged periods of standing to 

assist patrons, search shelves, and retrieve materials.  Must be able to lift, carry and transport 

boxes of books to and from vehicle and to and from Library locations while working in branch 

locations.  Must be able to travel to the various Library locations.  Must be able to enter and 

retrieve information from a computer or terminal.  Must able to operate audio/visual equipment.   

Must be able to access all areas of the Library. 

Must be able to communicate using written, verbal and computer methods.  Must be able to 

operate computer equipment for extended periods of time.  Must be able to walk, sit and/or stand 

for long periods of time.  Must have the ability to independently lift up to 50 pounds occasionally 

and 20 pounds routinely.   

 

WORKING ENVIRONMENT 

Exposure to books and other materials with molds, mildew, and dust.   Requires periodic travel 

to branch locations in various types of weather. 
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